
TIPS SHEET - PERTH MEETING THURSDAY, 18 APR 2024

RACE 1 12:41 PM  |  $17,000  |  WAVERLEY  |  1650m
 	 5	 HORONUKU Caught the eye running home late last start. Well placed to score here.

 	11	 GLORAFILIA Is better than what his last start showed and could run a cheeky race here.

 	16	 BLUE RATA BOLDNESS Was far from disgraced with a solid fourth last time out. Can secure a spot in the Top 3.

 	12	 O’CEIRINS DREAM Has recently been racing in consistent form and commands respect.

 	 7	 DOROTHY’S DAUGHTER Checked into an eye-catching second last time out. Looks one of the major players.

RACE 2 1:07 PM  |  $100,000  |  ROCKHAMPTON  |  1300m
 	 1	 JUST SUPER Freshened. Honest competitor. Close-up and whacked away to place here at latest. 

Excels on this course. Major player.

 	 4	 TRACK TALE Freshened. Consistent Filly. On pace and boxed on to fill the minors at Mackay first-up. 
Won second-up last campaign. Leads/handy. Loves racing here. Among the dangers.

 	 8	 ROBUST BOY Freshened. Let down well from back of the pack to place here first-up. Drawn to effect. 
Among the dangers.

 	10	 THE HAIRDRESSER Freshened. Timed run well to score here first-up. Won second-up last campaign. Decent 
alley. Take beating.

 	 6	 FLAMING HOMER Freshened. On pace and boxed on to fill the minors at Townsville last outing. Right down 
in the weights. Normally races well at this distance. Has claims.

RACE 3 1:27 PM  |  $25,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1000m
 	10	 CHAMPAGNE STREET Resuming. Back to provincial level. Looks one of the main chances.

 	 8	 ORTABEAROCKSTAR Battled on fairly at Ascot last start. Decent alley. Back to provincial level. In the mix.

 	 5	 KIMBERLEY CURRENCY Resuming. Capable type. Right in this.

 	 4	 BRAVE SHOT Has come up with a horror draw. Among the dangers.

 	 7	 INCANDESCENT LADY On pace but weakened at Pinjarra Scarpside first-up. Strips fitter. Place hope.

RACE 4 1:47 PM  |  $21,000  |  ROCKHAMPTON  |  1200m
 	 5	 HELL Perfectly rated in front and slipped away for stylish win here first-up. Will only be fitter. 

Won’t be far away in the run. One of the major players.

 	 4	 GILBERT’S GOLD Freshened. Ran on well to place here last start. Major player.

 	 6	 DIAMOND MONEY Freshened. Failed to threaten in initial campaign but indicated improvement at first run 
back. Nice gate. In the mix.

 	 2	 SENNAPROST Returning from let-up. Previously trained by J C Coyle. Ran home respectably at 
Newcastle last time out. Good draw. Each-way.

 	 8	 OBLIQUITY Fair effort without threatening in the wet here last start. Has claims.

RACE 5 2:07 PM  |  $25,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1600m
 	 4	 SHOULDER PATCH Due for a win. Stalked pace and kept on okay to place at Albany last outing. One of the 

major players.

 	 2	 CITINO Freshened. Improved showing here at latest. Drawn to receive every chance. Major 
player.

 	 7	 ARAFISIO Freshened. Gave a good sight at Belmont Park last time out. Drawn favourably. Back to 
provincial level. Must be considered.

 	10	 MILYEANNUP Resuming. In the mix.

 	 6	 WHAITIRI Lacked a pick-up and only plugged to line at York at latest. Place appeal only.
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RACE 6 2:27 PM  |  $21,000  |  ROCKHAMPTON  |  1050m
 	13	 DOUBTING EYE Freshened. Chasing 4th successive win. Showed a fine turn of foot to score convincingly 

here last time out. Has had success at this track. Well placed from the perfect draw. Will 
command plenty of attention.

 	 5	 BENCOOLEN Freshened. Reeled them in easily to salute here last outing. Strong claims.

 	 4	 VALTINO Back from a let-up. Swept to lead and raced clear to salute in superb fashion in similar 
grade here last start. 1.5kg claimer engaged. Excels on this course. Nice gate. Each-
way.

 	10	 NANO STAR Returning from let-up. On pace but outgunned late here last outing. Normally races well 
at this distance. Not out of this.

 	 2	 DIVINE OKAY Freshened. Settled handy and battled on soundly to fill the minors at latest. Wide alley is 
a concern. Rank outsider.

RACE 7 2:47 PM  |  $25,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1300m
 	 5	 WATCH ME ROCK First-up. Shown some promise. Placed in Maiden company at here first-up last 

campaign. Back to provincial level. Commands respect.

 	 2	 COVENTRY REEF Resuming. Among the main chances.

 	10	 ON GUARD M’LADY Resuming. Nice gate. In the mix.

 	13	 DEEP DISCRETION Coming off an average run at Pinjarra Scarpside first-up. Fitter. Consider.

 	12	 DIAMOND LIGHT Kept on determinedly to fill the minors at long odds at Pinjarra Scarpside last outing. 
Pacy. Nice gate. Not out of this.

RACE 8 3:07 PM  |  $21,000  |  ROCKHAMPTON  |  1400m
 	 7	 HANGIN’ AROUND Freshened. Beautifully rated in front and kept on courageously under 60kg at short odds 

at Mackay last outing. Favourably drawn. Include among the better chances.

 	 9	 BOLD TYRANT Returning from let-up. Showed a fine turn of foot to score convincingly here first-up. 
Strips fitter. Among the main chances.

 	11	 SHEEZALITTLETORQUE Freshened. Just battled home in similar class at Mackay last time out. 2kg claimer 
engaged. Can figure.

 	 8	 LYNRIC LASS Freshened. 2kg claimer engaged. Can play a key role.

 	 1	 ALL THE SHOPS Freshened. Previously trained by Josh Sweeney. Gave a good sight under 60kg at 
Sunshine Coast Poly last start. Generally gets back in races. Good draw. Worth some 
thought.

RACE 9 3:22 PM  |  $25,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1300m
 	12	 DREAM BROOK Capable type. On pace but weakened right out of it at Pinjarra Scarpside last outing. 

Nice gate. Major player.

 	 7	 HOLDOUT Strips fitter. Back to provincial level. One of the major players.

 	13	 PETITE VITESSE No match for winner but kept boxing away to to place at Ascot on debut. Back to 
provincial level. Among the dangers.

 	14	 VERNACULAR First-up. Each-way.

 	 3	 PATRIONIC STAR No match for winner but kept on for the minor spoils at York last outing. Place claims.
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RACE 11 4:30 PM  |  $30,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1000m
 	 3	 ESTIMATOR Resuming. Free-running. Back to provincial level. Take beating.

 	 2	 CAPRE OMNIA Improved showing at Pinjarra Scarpside at latest. Nice gate. Among the main chances.

 	 1	 SMOKEY MOUNTAIN First-up. Back to provincial level. Place claims.

 	 9	 BIG CITIES Turned in an improved performance at Geraldton last time out. Loves racing here. Major 
player.

 	 4	 MORE SPECIAL Resuming. Wide alley is a concern. Back to provincial level. Place claims.

RACE 12 5:00 PM  |  $30,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1600m
 	 5	 MY FURY Better effort at Ascot last outing. Drawn to get a nice run. Back to provincial level. Take 

beating.

 	 1	 IMPERIALIZE Ran home respectably at Ascot last outing. Pacy. Favourably drawn. Back to provincial 
level. Must be considered.

 	 9	 HIS EMINENCE Improved showing at Ascot last outing. Back to provincial level. Consider.

 	11	 MYSTERY MOMENT First-up. Excels on this course. Has come up with a horror draw. Back to provincial level. 
Place preferred.

 	 3	 DIVINE INANNA Gutsy effort when led and just missed at Pinjarra Scarpside last outing. Leads/handy. Up 
in distance now. In the mix.

RACE 10 3:58 PM  |  $30,000  |  PINJARRA  |  1413m
 	 4	 MAJOR MARIO Due for a win. Ran on well to place at Ascot last outing. Back to provincial level. 

Commands respect.

 	 2	 CRIMMO Just behind the placegetters at Pinjarra Scarpside last time out. Each-way.

 	 1	 MORE THAN ENUFF Close-up and whacked away to place at Pinjarra Scarpside first-up. Strips fitter. Can play 
a key role.

 	 3	 FIVE DOWN Resuming. Pacy. Drawn favourably. Back to provincial level. Consider.

 	 6	 DIGITAL MISS Found line well to place at York last start. Place.


